Materials Today Publishing Seminar @ Harvard University

On Tuesday 4:30-5:30 pm, Nov 27, 2018. Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences will host a workshop/panel discussion with Materials Today Publishers and Editors.

In this session we will discuss the publishing landscape, including the varied roles of Authors, Editors, Referees, and Publishers in connecting communities. We'll take a look at research trends from a publishing perspective, and together will explore new and existing publishing issues; including ethics, article sharing, journal and article metrics, open access, article transfer, novel article formats, data sharing, and other essentials. In addition we will be joined by my current Editors who can share best practices for publication in high impact journals such as Materials Today, including journal selection, article style & structure and article submission. The seminar will be presented by a collection of Publishers and Editors from Elsevier’s Materials Today team and will conclude with a Q & A section. (https://www.materialstoday.com/)

Materials Today is a monthly peer-reviewed scientific journal, website, and journal family established in 1998 by Elsevier. Materials Today Journal covers all aspects of materials science and has an Impact Factor of 24.537. Besides Materials Today, Materials Today website covers more than 100 materials related journals published by Elsevier. It is a great opportunity to interact with Materials Today Publishers and Editors. Dr. Xingcai Zhang who serves as a Materials Today writer will lead the workshop/panel discussion.

Host: Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences

Time: 4:30-5:30 pm, Nov 27, 2018
Location: Harvard SEAS Pierce Hall Room 209.
29 Oxford St, Cambridge, MA 02138
Contact: xingcai@seas.harvard.edu 2253041387